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The bounty of technological models and scientific 
knowledge from the past at the command of human 
beings has universal appeal for its fundamental simi
larity of derivation. There are however available 
many options in its application to a specific place, just 
as in the same way many languages and dialects have 
resulted from man's primeval desire to communicate. 

Jet transportation created for increased mobility is 
pregnant with possibilities of producing a global 
man. Concord-hopping man is universal, with a 
fundamental sameness of urge to move faster, but he 
has to modify his clothing at every landing. There is 
a specific response to a place and climate whether 
one's destination is Alaska or Dhaka Similarly man
made shelter has fundamentally global roots in the 
need for protection against the elements and yet the 
realisation of its form and content are in response 
to a given place, climate and time 

Man landing after a journey at supersonic speed or 
fashioning an elemental shelter has no option but to 
act differently in different locations. 

We must commence with an interpretation of Man 
himself. 

Man's Make-Up 

Man has a biological make-up. Rene Dubois has 
observed that, "Some of man's deepest biological 
traits are governed by the movement of the earth 
around the sun, others are connected with the move
ment of the moon around the earth and still others 
result from the daily rotation of the earth on its axis 
All these fluctuations in biological characteristics 
probably derive from the fact that the human species 
evolved under the influence of cosmic forces that have 
not changed These mechanisms become inscribed in 
the genetic code and persist today even when they are 
no longer needed under the conditions of modern 
life." 

For man's sustenance not only is it desirable but 
imperative that the biological functions of the human 
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body continue normally. Efforts to protect the body 
must inevitably be orchestrated to the rhythm of 
the body's metabolism In fact it becomes an act of 
balancing, of constant modification, that determines 
survival. 

In a hot dry climate, when the body is able to dissipate 
to the immediate surroundings all the undesirable 
heat it receives, it experiences comfort In a modified 
environment, gain or loss of heat beyond comfort 
level to the immediate surroundings will not only 
depend on the air temperature of the interior and 
exterior, the mean radiant temperature, humidity and 
air currents, but also on clothing, physical activity, 
actual state of health, food consumed, age and mental 
status or psychological attitude at any given time. 
Interrelation of these factors is complex. Designing 
man-made shelter that takes into account the process 
of heat gain in warmer climates should be subscribed 
to. The same is true in reverse for cold regions. In 
freezing temperatures where extreme cold can 
terminate life within minutes, the preoccupation is 
to retain body heat and curtail its losses. Mechan
isms for maintaining comfortable temperature levels 
differ and depend on extraneous factors but some 
universal rules apply and the response to climatic 
conditions whether in a hot or cold region is a major 
determinant, along with human activities, of human 
habitat 

Turning to Nature there exists an umbilical cord 
between man and his surroundings Historically 
man lived on nature's terms and in full harmony 
with it. When the sole criteria for man was to seek 
a shelter from undesirable elements, his rudimentary 
enclosures were of a simple form. The immediate 
surrounding were his source of construction ma
terials; snow, stone, straw, reed, wood or mud 
were the indigenous materials for constructing an 
enclosure. Each component; base, wall, roof, finishes, 
all were fashioned out of what was available on the 
spot. In rural India on the Gangetic plains, clay was 
used for walls, cowdung for floor covering, reeds for 
the roof, tree trunks as raking posts and shutters 
were made out of tree branches. No importation of 



any building material was required Nature was the 
source and the supplier 

Tapio Periainen, director of the Finnish Society of 
Craft and Design has succinctly worked out a mathe
matical equation establishing a relation between 
the development of humanity and its alliance with 
nature. 
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This mathematical derivation suggests that when man 
and nature are in spiritual and material equilibrium, 
the ratio postulates the value of I. In times where the 
lead is taken by nature with man's consent the ratio 
struck is. 
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-=---=234 n M I ",. 

with nature in command, deduction derives high 
integral values Similarly when human beings take 
over, to rule or subdue or destroy and displace nature 
and thus disturb ecological equilibrium, the expres
sion becomes 
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indicating diminishing values lower than one. This is 
a warning signal for the history of mankind reveals 
that man does not, perhaps cannot, exist isolated from 
nature without loss be it tangible or intangible 

Alvin Toffler in "Future Shock" rightly emphasises 
the unchanged adaptablity of man. "To assert that 
man must adapt seems superfluous. . Tempera
ture, pressure, calorie intake, oxygen and carbon 
dioxide levels all set absolute boundaries beyond 
which man as presently constituted cannot venture". 
The most modern man is the least changed man by 
this proposition. 

Man's biological traits and the equation with nature 
are paramount as the parameters of his environment 
but they are not absolute determinants and should 
be regarded as modifiers only There are other equally 
relevant factors which have no less bearing on survival 
and growth of human species. For further elucidation 
focus is transferred onto India's scenery. 

Indian Scene 

India inherits a tradition of built forms that have 5000 
years of history. The treasure trove of varied cultural 
influences that travelled to the Indian region gave 
many moods and postures, some of a permanent 
nature, to India's heritage. In order that this can 
be highlighted as a contextual backdrop, we can 
narrow down the focus to man-made forms and built 
environment in the western parts of India. 

Regionalism - Resource for Identity 

All built forms are the residue of an ongoing Tapio 
Periainen equation with light or heavy values 
Over time common forms and accepted practices 
acquire traditional garbs, and when they are further 
sharpened by territorial boundaries with collective 
values they become regional in character. Their 
appearance becomes similar and they are identifiable 
and differentiative both at the same time. When 
transformed beyond physical manifestation these 
forms transcend symbolism with specific meaning. 
These symbols alter into a common stock of identity 
when consumed by a community and its people. 
The entire settlement, its structure, typology, icono
graphy, the whole range of vocabulary of built 
forms give birth to a shared language for identity. 
The forms and symbols may vary from tradition to 
tradition decisively depending upon the equation 
balancing indigenous sources and climatic deter
minants of the region and place These sources and 
determinants take on the role of master codifiers for 
identity. 

Regional Traditions and Heritage - a source 

Traditional buildings in mud, brick, stone, thatch or 
other locally procured materials, be it a humble hut 
or a grand mansion, instantaneously becomes a part 
of the landscape Nearly all such buildings consume 
appropriate and affordable building materials with 
similar origin of forms, all admirably fitting into the 
total ambience. Common benefit is derived from the 
folk-wisdom that is deeply rooted in society. 

A dwelling in mud. Shiv Badi village near Bikanel 

No wonder then that an adobe shelter with its utter 
simplicity and directness of approach as a response to 
the place and time is so well suited for living in the 
parched land of the arid region. 
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Regionalism - Resoulce [or Identit)' 

In a hot and humid environment openness prevails 
all around the shelter A simple roof supported on 
lightweight columns with negligible wall enclosure 
is the essence of built forms In this way air circulates 
around the user while ventilating the interiors The 
inside of a mud hut or thatched enclosure can be 
cooled by 3' to 6' celsius without artificial aids 

Similarly, reduced torso coverage by women in 
Kerala is a sensible response to climate since it 
produces comfort through constant movement of air 
around the body in an otherwise moisture laden 
atmosphere. Against this, in hot dry regions the first 
line of defence is created by decking the body from 
head to foot with loose fitting thick layers of coarse 
cloth that will hold cool air cushions in between the 
layers The Saudi thobes (free flowing cotton robes) 
and ghutra (head gear) are perhaps the best example 
of a man-made kit for survival against inhospitable 
desert climate 

Response to Climate 

In the hot dry region of western India, the response 
to climate coupled with social norms produces tradi
tional masonry architecture of permanence The 
architectural vocabulary of the city comprises weighty 
walls, good insulation through mud plasters and 
mud finished floors, sparsely done up interiors, large 
overhangs and small wall openings The cellular core 
has ample openings to the internalised habitable 
rooms with a central court for light and ventilation, 
along with perforated screens which make an 
adequate environment for normal living. 

It is the aesthetics of openness contrasted with en
closures that makes the local traditions pertinent and 
contextual In fact it is the design of enclosure that 
gives meaning to the architecture of tropical India in 
the present just as much as it did in the past. 

Medieval townscapes crowned by lofty citadels were 
climatically sound solutions and building craft was 
the accumulated fund of common sense adapted to 
the region with the purposeful exclusion of what had 
been found undesirable and the inclusion of means 
and materials that were affordable 

Lessons from Local Models 

One example which picks up threads from the above 
thesis is Jaisalmer - a product of medieval India. 
This settlement sitting snugly on the sand dunes of the 
Thar Desert is a revelation. It is an amazing sight, 
never planned as a "Whole" yet retaining the flavour 
of a "Whole" and it surmounts every problem of 
survival admirably It is an aggregate of parts and 
details that make it an organic "Whole" 
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Ba~ic sheltel in hot humid climate, on Iv a 100/ onfow 
wooden posts - adequate 

A house in Jodhpur Domestic courtVald connolled light 
well 

Jaisalmel fort View {10m south east 



laisalmer View of the tOll'nscape 

Worked out details of balconies and projections - Haveli 
laisalmel 

Old and not so old, new and not so new are woven into 
the vernacular of the city and held in balance On 
closer scrutiny of the city fabric, two spatial configu
rations surface. At the micro level there is the detailing 
of building components whilst at the macro level the 
city's arteries for movement such as lanes, streets, 
thoroughfares and bazaars reveal patterns deter
mined by public functions. They are humming with 
activities of commerce, trade and public entertain
ment. As against these, places like chowks, shrine 
squares and the thresholds of domestic structures 
abutting the street edge are comparatively static in 

Regionalism - Resource fOI Identity 

character. They are places to pause. The house front 
is an offering to the street for community living. 

The street belongs to Man. It is for the man on 
foot. Standing on the streets of laisalmer Louis 
Kahn would have been surely delighted to say, " .. 
Here the street is a community living room". This is 
an affirmation of the fact of the street being a response 
to socio-cultural and climatic - geographical para
meters. It is also the result of their mutuality. Saun
tering through the town one observes an irrevocable 
bond between commerce, trade, community activities, 
entertainment and housefront happenings, lamentably 
amiss in our present day planning. Rows of dwellings 
are sandwiched between common walls and with the 
outward overhang of successive floors narrowing the 
top aperture to a minimal, no penetration of harsh 
light is permitted. This ensures an active street scene 
at all hours on all days in every season of the year. 
Densely packed dwellings on both sides of a lane 
induce natural cooling through breeze tunnels built 
along the street. 

The Haveli (house) in laisalmer reflects the designer's 
deep understanding of the occupant's living patterns. 
One senses an ordered sequence of space from public 
to private and on to very private. The house in 
laisalmer with its internalised living quarters 
arranged around a courtyard becomes an efficient 
machine to live in. There is a place for everything 
and everything has its place 
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Regionalism - Resource {Of Identity 

Central cowt of Patvao's (kiJ Haveli in Jaisalmel 

Worked out details on a Havelifacade in Jaisalmer 
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Water is in short supply in this arid region and a 
precious commodity for collection and conservation. 
Every drop falling is collected through appropriate 
water-management techniques The exquisitely 
carved rain water spout receives as much love and 
care as the "Whole" for this reason. 

The city is characterised by the indigenous stone as 
the dominant building material which over centuries 
has added to laisalmer's ambience What makes 
laisalmer contextually relevant is that this town of 
remarkable ingenuity recognises architecture is for the 
people and by the people 

Indigenous Materials - An Appropriate Resource 

Preference for readily available materials from 
indigenous sources orientate the building activities at 
the regional level to self-reliance, energy saving, 
low production costs and minimum transportation 
costs. Employment of local building crafts practised 
with pride over centuries creates a sense of participa
tion Kinship amongst the community members is 
enhanced through shared experience and local human 
potential is boosted to the brim. At a mundane level 
in the process it enlarges the scope for employment 
since consumption of any indigenous material is 
labour intensive engaging many hands This is very 
pertinent to India's unemployment problem, turning 
her abundant manpower into an asset The prolifera
tion of small but localised employment opportunities 
will retard migration to the urban areas if not 
eliminate it altogether It is mass-oriented rather than 
monopoly-aligned and the local market sector gets 
greater opportunities. This suits India well for every 
year the equivalent of Australia is added to her 
population without balancing it with resources At 
this rate by the year 2000 A.D India will have 
overtaken China. In 2025 every fourth human head 
on earth will be an Indian (the present population 
of around 700 million will reach the figure of 1000 
million by 2000 A.D) India presently preparing 
for a quantum jump into the 21st century is in a way 
still programming for survival at some levels. As of 
today there are 320 million below the poverty line and 
by end of this century they will cross the 500 million 
mark. This will be more than the entire population of 
the Indian sub-continent at the birth of independent 
Indian in 1947. 

Any anchitectural indulgence in India must be 
measured against the reality of many compulsive 
pressures, the burgeoning population and poverty 
being just two 



Jaisalmer. Fort wall openings and watel spouts 

Balotla City Hall General view Photograph L Razy 

Regionalism - Resource for Identity 

Oowd in Bombay India'~ teeming population problem 

Case Studies 

The City Hall at Balotra, a small town in Western 
Rajasthan, is patterned to meet not only the demands 
of the democratic institution housed within the 
building but it is also the intention to pick up the 
threads from the region's traditional roots and 
respond to the climatic imperatives in working out the 
built form. Conceptually this design symbolises the 
institution of governance through participatory 
processes enshrined in the Indian Constitution The 
Hall of Arrival at the centre is representative of the 
collective presence of people. The offices are strung 
around this great hall, modulated with two storey, 
slender stone columns and permit every functionary 
to be accessible to the public to whom he owes his 
allegiance. 
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Regionalism - Resource for Identity 

Balotra City Hall 
Cutout drawing showing stone columns 

Balotra City Hall Free standing stone-wall sCleen as a city 
wall-gate 

Photograph L. Razy 

In this harsh regional environment established 
principles of oversized stone walls, deep set openings, 
double storeyed building columns, dimly lit interiors, 
two layered roof construction for insulation and full 
height free standing masonry screen walls on the east 
and west, are some defensive measures to combat the 
heat and the sand-laden surroundings of Balotra. 

The use of stone from local and nearby areas, coupled 
with the fullest use of proven traditional building 
craft optimises indigenous manpower, the whole site 
operation becomes labour intensive. 

In another case study of the Faculty of Arts and 
Social Sciences on the campus of Jodhpur University 
in its programming I came down to earth. The bitter 
pill of finance trickling in drop by drop without 
any knowledge about time, day or the season of its 
arrival had to be swallowed Another reality that 
had to be faced was an acknowledgement of the fact 
that educational institutions get low priority with the 
decision making machinery when making financial 
sanctions. 

To overcome these operational hurdles this design 
conceptually turns to an incremental approach The 
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Local craftsman dressing stoneslab at Balotra 

Jodhpur Univelsity. Faculty of arts and sciences 
View from north 

plan is a kit of parts which can be suitably assembled 
and arranged responding to stoppage or progress 
of the work on site. Many phases of construction 
can be planned without its form ever appearing 
incomplete. Sufficiently tall service masts supported' 
by a pair of parallel masonry walls also sandwiching 
flights of steps and water-tanks are planted on the plan 
at intervals to take care of the future addition of 
floors. To combat the climatic rigours in this case the 
solution relies on a twin wall screen The inner wall 
is structural with an inlay of glazed windows while the 
outer wall controls light and glare acting as a shading 
device These two free standing walls are of stone 
masonry and are mutually complimentary. 

The straight forward design approach plus its frugal 
facade make the design appropriately cost effective. In 
essence, this edifice abides by the dictum of 'Less is 
More'. It is an affirmation of belief in traditional 
wisdom of a place or of the given locality. The archi
tectural solution emerges from within and not from 
without. The use solely of stone in making this 
building relates it to its immediate surroundings 
without strain 



First floor plan 

Ground floor plan 

Jodhpur University. Faculty of arts and sciences 
Floor plans 

Jodhpur University. Faculty of arts and social sciences 
Sel vice modules based 011 increment approach 

Regionalism - Resource for Identity 

Jodhpw University Faculty of arts and social sciences 
West side entry 
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Regionalism - Resource {Of Identity 

Jodhpur University Lecture theatles 
Isometric view 

The third example is four lecture theatres for demon
strative studies on the Jodhpur University campus. It 
is an illustration of design decisions that are rooted 
in traditions, craft and culture of the locality There 
is a magnificent ramp to climb, an elevated court 
paved with stone slabs, a 'darwaja' (gate) defined by 
a water hut on one side and a masonry bench on the 
other, cascading roofs, and pyramidal sit-out steps 
on the north and the south for summer and winter 
use. The robust forms intend to reinterpret the city's 
architectural heritage without aiming at revivalism 
of architectonic forms or shapes Philosophically 
spatial configuration in this design is an attempt to 
invoke a spirit that will establish a symbiotic bond 
between the present and the past, between the new 
city and the old 

Indian Predicaments 

The lesson of these case studies is that we address 
a forest of questions before any move is made. Here 
I am reminded of an analogy where the Third Wodd 
countries like present day India are in a situation 
akin to a fatal road accident. When a life is about 
to end what is instantaneously called for is the 
administration of first aid with whatever is close at 
hand before an ambulance or a mobile recovery van 
arrives 

With a renewed faith coupled with the rejuvenation of 
local building traditions propped up by indigenous 
crafts and materials the architectural profession must 
aim at achieving self-identity for the region The 
affirmation of regional traditions and the inherited 
cultural symbols must be articulated to people and 
merge with the environment and ecology of the place 
in an organic whole. 

Through this 'Dharm Yudh' (moral fight) we must 
pursue the search for identity and retain it within our 
grasp for the well being of MAN 
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Jodhpw Ulliversitv 
Elevated centtal cow t of lee/we /hea/les 

Jodhpw Univel si/y Cluster oj four lecture theatres 
StepsfOf outdool seating 

Jodhpur Univelsity Lectwe theatles 
Outdoor seats 

All photographs courtesy o{ Uttam C Jain unless othel wise 
indicated 


